The Munich-based tax boutique Lemaitre Taxperience has changed its name to LW TAX Lemaitre Wittkowski

Munich, 10th June 2014 – the Munich-based tax consulting firm Lemaitre Taxperience GmbH is as of now officially doing business under the name LW TAX Lemaitre Wittkowski GmbH. The consultancy hereby affirms its commitment to its boutique concept of personal, customized and specialized client support. The two managing partners Claus Lemaitre and Ansas Wittkowski decided to rename the firm after the Dutch Group, who supplied the name Taxperience, announced to terminate the alliance system by year’s end. The Taxperience offices will remain a part of the larger network of LW TAX, which extends to all major international economic centers. LW TAX provides ongoing support for publically traded company groups, medium-sized businesses, private equity investors and wealthy individuals, and provides also consultation on complex tax matters to these clients. The respected law journal International Tax Review (ITR) currently ranks the firm among the top 40 best German tax firms, and it is ranked in the top 20 in the category of specialized, so-called niche tax firms.

“The new name is an expression of our cooperative consulting approach. Our clients will continue to benefit from our worldwide network,” says Claus Lemaitre. Partner Ansas Wittkowski adds: “Our tax services are oriented toward the needs of our clients. In order to enable them to realize their business goals, we work together with our specialists and external partners on the national and international levels. In this way, we ensure the high standard of our consulting service.”

Included in the range of services offered by LW TAX is the support of businesses and individuals in all tax-related matters. The firm’s core competencies include cross-border tax concepts as well as special topics such as merger and acquisition (M&A), recapitalization, restructuring and expatriate taxation. LW TAX often supports other tax firms with advice. Founder and tax advisor Lemaitre is a recognized expert for international tax law and maintains a large base of personal contacts both nationally and abroad. In 2012 he brought Ansas Wittkowski on board as an additional specialist for international tax law.
About LW TAX

LW TAX Lemaitre Wittkowski GmbH is a tax consulting firm, active both nationally and internationally, based in Munich, Germany. The firm’s focus is on providing ongoing support in all business and private tax matters. Alongside preparing private and business tax returns and financial and payroll accounting, the eight-member team focuses in particular on complex, often cross-border, special tax issues. These include merger and acquisition, recapitalization, restructuring as well as numerous special topics of international tax law. Alongside publicly traded company groups and private equity investors from Germany and abroad, LW TAX also provides services to medium-sized business and wealthy individuals. The firm maintains a large personal network consisting of cooperation partners both in nationally and abroad. LW TAX is furthermore a member of Tax Planet, a network of tax boutiques in 40 countries. The law journal International Tax Review has ranked the firm among the top 40 best tax firms and among the top 20 best niche tax firms in Germany.

Further information are available at www.lwtax.de
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